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Editions of this work

partitions

→ Liszt Society publications Vol. four
  Material description: 61 p. : 31 cm
  Note: Note : Réunit : "Valse mélancolique" ; "Valse de concert sur deux motifs de Lucia et Parisina" ; "Valse oubliée No. 2" ; "Valse oubliée No. 3" ; "Galop in A minor"
  Edition: London : Schott , 1957
  Compositeur: Franz Liszt (1811-1886)
  Ancien possesseur: Gaby Casadesus (1901-1999), Robert Casadesus (1899-1972)
  Link: catalogue

Related authors

Authors related to Galops. Piano. La mineur. LW A119

This page in data.bnf.fr lab

Galops. Piano. La mineur. LW A119 in the data.bnf.fr Labs pages

This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.
Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb14823810r

Sources

Grove
Searle

Variants of the title

Galops. Piano. La mineur. S 218
Galops. Piano. La mineur. R 40